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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of multiplicity of equilibria in linear dynamic rational expectations models is by now 
well known (see Whiteman [1], among many others). A number of techniques have been developed 
to deal with this problem (Gourieroux et al. [2], Whiteman [1]); an interesting one of these is the 
so-called minimum-variance riterion, due to Taylor [3]. This criterion selects the solution which 
has minimum unconditional variance. However, Gourieroux et ai. [2] have shown that the Taylor 
criterion is simply a special (and not particularly reasonable) case of a criterion which involves 
minimizing K-period ahead forecast error variance. 
In this paper we consider the solution space spanned by the forward and backward solutions 
and study the optimal inear combination of these solutions (in the sense of Taylor and in the sense 
of Gourieroux et al.) when the driving process is more complicated than simple white noise2/ 
Specifically, we consider the leading example of a first-order moving average driving process.§ 
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, the Gourieroux et al. [2] and Taylor [3] solutions 
are studied for a white noise driving process. This enables us to introduce the model and the 
solution concepts and to elaborate upon some existing results. In Section 3 we make the logical 
progression to the MA (1) case in order to examine the effects of serial correlation; we calculate 
the K-period-ahead prediction error variance minimizing forward weight and show that the Taylor 
minimum-variance forward weight is a special case of this, corresponding to K = oo. Furthermore, 
the properties of the sequence of K-period-ahead forecast error variance minimizing forward 
weights are studied, as K ~ oo. Specifically, it is shown that under certain conditions the sequence 
is monotone increasing and bounded above by the Taylor minimum variance forward weight for 
the white noise case, and in Section 4, examples are given which illustrate these results. In Section 
5 the problem of choosing K is explicitly considered. Use of a discounted sum of K-period-ahead 
forecast error variances is suggested, and it is calculated for the MA (1) case. Section 6 contains 
a summary and conclusions. 
2. THE WHITE  NOISE CASE 
To review the solution concepts, consider first the general first order model: 
Yt = aEt Yt + 1 + Z , ,  
where {Z,} is a linearly regular covariance stationary stochastic process with zero mean.¶ 
tValuable comments from the referees are gratefully achnowledged. The views expressed herein are those of the author 
and are not necessarily shared by the Federal Reserve System or its staff. 
~The solution space spanned by the forward and backward solutions, while not exhaustive, is nevertheless very large. 
Furthermore, recent research has highlighted the importance ofthe forward and backward solutions; ee Gourieroux 
et al. [5]. 
§The MA (1) is certainly one of the most important stochastic processes in economics. Granger and Morris [6] note that 
it describes a variable in an equilibrium subject to shocks with a delayed or discounted effect. 
¶Throughout this paper, E,(. ) is used to denote the conditional expectation E(./fit), where f/t contains all variables dated 
at time t or earlier. 
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The backward solution is obtained by assuming that 
{Zt_ l, Zt_  2 . . . .  }. Then Et Y, + l = Y, + i and we have 
o 2 Y7 = aY ,+ l  + Z,  
or  
Y, can be written in terms of 
y2+, 1 2 1_ 
=-  Y, - Z, ,  which has solution: 
a a 
y2=_  ~ l z , _ i  -a - l L  
i=J - 1--a- lL zt" 
Note that [a l> 1 is necessary for convergence. The forward solution, on the other hand, is 
obtained by simple forward recursive substitution: 
YI = aEt Yt + i + Z,  
= a2E, Yt+2 + Zt + aEtZt+l 
= ~" aiEtZt+i .
i=0  
Blanchard [4] has shown that any linear combination of the forward and. backward solutions, 
with weights summing to unity, is also a solution: 
r', = 2Y~ + (1 -  2)Y~, 2eR.  
Gourieroux et al. [2] then ask, "What is the optimal forward weight (2) to minimize the 
K-period-ahead prediction error variance?" Since the K-period-ahead prediction errors also satisfy 
the above equation, 
a2(K) = 22a~(K) + (1 - 2)2a~(K) + 22(1 - 2)a,2(K), 
K = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  This expression is minimized for 
2*  = a~(K)  - o'I2(K) 
a~(K) + a2(K) - 2a,2(K)" 
The Taylor solution, on the other hand, is obtained by minimizing unconditional variance, which 
is equivalent o minimizing the K-period-ahead prediction error variance for K = oo. Thus, 
Taylor's result emerges as a special case of the Gourieroux et al. result. 
Consider, for example, the white noise model: 
Y, =aE,  Y,+~ + Z, ,  
Z t = e.t, 
E, ~ WN(0, a2). 
For the forward solution, we have 
YI = Zt + aEtZt+,  + a2E, Z,+2 + . . . .  Zt ,  
Y l+x = Z,+x,  
E, Y~+ x = O, 
(Y~+K--EtYI+K)=Zt+k, 
a~(K) = E( ' )2  = a2, 
K = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  Similarly, the backward method yields 
y2 = _ a - I Z,  _ l - a - 2Zt _ 2 . . . .  
Y~+x = -a - lZ t+x- l  - a-2Zt+K-2 . . . .  
El Y~ + x = -a -XZ,  - a-(K+ 1)Z,- t . . . .  
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The covariance is 
Thus 
(Y~+x 2 . . . . .  a - (K -  1)Z,+ - E, Y,+x) = - -a - lZ ,+k_ I l ,  
K- I  
a~(K) = E(" )2 = o~ ~ a-2i 
i=1 
ai2(K) E (Y~+x-E ,  I = r,+x)(Y2,+x E, YZ,+x) =0. 
K- I  
a2r a 2K-2 1 
2*(K)  = i: I = - 
x - i  a 2x -  1 
1+ ~, a -2i 
i= l  
To  find the Taylor min imum variance forward weight, we proceed as follows: 
var YI = var  Z, = a 2, 
o2a -2 
var y2 = var ( -  a - IZ , _  1 - a -2Z ,_  2 - . . .  ) = 1 - a -2 
Thus 
cov(r~, r, ~) = 0. 
o2a -2 
1 -a  -2  
).* = =a -2. 
o2a -2 
_2 J ro  "2 
1- -a  
Note that this result may also be obtained by taking 
lim 2*(K). 
K--* oo 
Note also that the sequence {2*(K)}~= 1 is monotone increasing. 
We consider the model 
3. THE MA( I )  CASE 
Forward  and Backward So lu t ions  
Y,=aE, Y,+~ + Z,, 
Zt ffi E, + OE,_ I, 
E, ~ WN(O,  o~,). 
The forward solution is immediately verified to be 
Yl = (I + aO)E, ÷ OE,_ ~, 
which exists everywhere in the parameter space (see Fig. I). If, however, we require the driving 
MA(1) process to be invertible then we must have I01 < I, which gives the admissible parameter 
region shown in Fig. 2.? 
Similarly, the backward solution is given by 
Y~ ~ a- '  ~ Z ~, ~ a ~ ~ z= - , - I  Z , - , -  ' \  l -a - i L . ] "  
?It is reasonable and standard practice to require invertibility, which simply means that Z, can be expressed as an (infinite) 
linear combination of its own past values, plus a white noise innovation. None of the results of this paper are affected 
if the inverfibility assumption is relaxed. 
0 
\ 
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Fig. I. Admissible parameter configurations, forward solution, MA(l) driving process. 
1 
-1 
O 
Fig. 2. Admissible parameter configurations, invertible forward solution, MA (1) driving process. 
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Fig. 3. Admissible parameter configurations, invertible backward solution, MA(1) driving process. 
In order for this to be well defined, we need I a - 11 < 1. In addition, as before, we must have [ 0 [ < 1 
for invertibility. Thus, the admissible parameter configurations for existence of the backward 
solution are given by Fig. 3. Immediately, then, the admissible parameter configurations for the 
simultaneous existence of the forward and backward solutions are also given by Fig. 3.t 
Optimal Combination of Forward and Backward Solutions 
As discussed earlier, our  task is to compute  the K -per iod-ahead forecast error  var iance 
min imiz ing  forward weight: 
a~(K) -- crn2(K ) 
2*(K)  = a~(K) + a~(K) - 2a,z(K) '  ¥K6  I~. 
Lemma I 
Proof  Recall that 
Thus 
SO 
2 ' (1 )=0.  
z f -a - l L  "~ 
= ' \ f - -7 -M 
I --a-I I Y ~t + I = Zi "1 : ~ ' i  L ' 
EtYt+s = Yt+l. 
tThese situations (existence of only the forward solution, or simultaneous existence of both the forward and backward 
solutions) are nicely illustrated by an overlapping-generations monetary model, which may readily be cast in the form 
Y, ffi aft Yt+~ + Z,, as in Blanchard [4]. Whether the resulting a is greater than or less than unity depends on the 
intertemporal elasticity of consumption bundles. 
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But this means  that  az:(1)= 0 and o'12(1 ) = 0. A lso  a2(1) is nonzero  which guarantees  that  2"(1)  
is well def ined and equal  to zero.? Q.E .D.  
Remark.  Note  that  the result  o f  Lemma 1 ho lds  for all dr iv ing processes,  not  just  the MA(1) .  
This  is due to the "myop ic  perfect  fores ight"  nature  o f  the backward  solut ion.  
Lemma 2 
Proo f  
Lemma 3 
Proof. 
tr2(K) = a2[(l + aO) ~ + 0~], K >>. 2. 
Y~ = (1 + aO)E, + Oct_ ~, 
Y l+x = (1 + aO)E,+ r + O£,+x_,, 
E, Y~+ x = O, 
(Y~+x-  E, Y I+x)=(1  + aO)E,+x + OE,+X_l, 
tr2(K) = E(Y~+x - Et Y~+x) 2 = ix2[(1 + aO) + 021 . Q.E .D.  
( ~: -(,+,~)2) ~(K)=a ~ a -2+ (a - t0+a , K>/2 .  
i= l  
y2= _a - lZ l _ l  _a -ZZt_2_a-3Zt_3_ . . .  
Y2,+x = -a -~Z,+x_  ~ - a -2Zt+x_  z . . . . .  a - (x -  I )Z t+ I - -  a-KZt  --  a - (g+ l)Zt - 1 . . . .  
E, Y2+K = -a - lE ,  Z ,+x_  l - a-ZE, Z ,+x-2  . . . . .  a - (X - I )E ,Z ,  + 1 
- -  a -xZ  t - a -(x + l)Zt_ i . . . .  
(Y2,+r - E, Y2+x) = a - IZ ,+x_!  - a -2Z,+x_ 2 . . . . .  a - (x -  ~)Z,+ t + a-(X- I )E ,Z,+ ~ 
= --a -I(~.t+ x_ t + 0£t+ x_z)  -- a -2(•,+ x_ 2 + 0E,+ x_ 3) 
. . . . .  a - (x -  1)(E,+ t + 0E,) + a -~x- l)0E '
K--2 
= - -a - 'e t+x_! -  ~_. (a-iO +a-( i+ l ) )£ t+x_ l _ / .  
i=1  
Thus  
E(Y~+r-EtY~t+x)2=a~(K)=a 2 a-2+ +a-~+' ) )  2 , K~>2.  Q.E .D.  
Lemma 4 
a l~(K)= - -Oa- ta  ~, K>12.  
P roo f  From Lemma 2 we know that  
(Y~+x - E, Y~+x) = (1 + aO)E,+x + OE,+x_, 
?This is easily shown, as follows: 
Y~ = Z, + aEtZ~+ i + a2E~Z,+ 2 +" " ", 
=(1 + aO )~t + OE~ _ I, 
Y~+ 1 = (1 + aO)~.,÷ i + 0~.,, 
E, Y~+ x = 0E,, 
( r~+,  - E t Y~+ i) 2 = ( l  -J¢- a0)2E~+, ,  
o'21(1) -- (1 + aO)2a 2. 
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and from Lemma 3 we know that 
K-2  
2 ~ - " (Y,+x E,Y~+x)=-a 'Et+x-,- ~ (a-iO+a-('+l))Et+X-l-i • 
i= '  
Thus 
~,2(K) = E( Y] + x - E, Y] + x)( r~ + x - JEt rZ~ + x) 
=E(--a-'OE~+x_,)-----a-tOa 2, K~>2. Q.E.D. 
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The K-period-ahead prediction error variance minimizing forward weight is given by 
a-2 + Z (a-'O +a-(~+')) 2 -[-Oa-' l  
i= l  
2*(K) = x-2 , K >I 2; 
( a-2+~(a-iOi=, + a-(i+'))2) +[(1 +aO)S+OZ]--2[--Oa-'] 
=0, K=I .  
Proof Follows immediately from Lemmas 1-4. Q.E.D. 
Remark. As a check, we can set 0 = 0 to get the white noise case. This yields 
K-2  / 
a-2 + ~ a-2(i+ ~) 
i=1 / K~>2; 2*(K) = 2 ' 
( a-2 +r~i=, a-S(~+')) +[1] 
a 2x -2 -  1 
a sx- 1 K= 1, 
which is the Gourieroux et al. [2] result. 
Furthermore, if we now let K ~ ~,  we obtain 
0-4 
a-S+ 1 -a  -2 
2*(oo)  = -4  = a -2 ,  a 
a -2+ 1 --a -' -'----i + 1 
which is the Taylor minimum variance forward weight for the white noise case. 
Theorem 
The Taylor minimum variance forward weight (TMVFW) for the MA(1) case is given by 
(a-2 + O2a-2 + 20a -3) 
1 -a  -s - [ -a - tO]  
[a-2 + OSa-2 + 20a-3] 
l_a_2 f-[(l +aO)S+02]-2[ -a-10] 
Proof In developing an expression for a~(oo) note that only ~:: depends on K; a~(oo) and o',s(oo) 
remain at their constant finite-K values. Now, 
a~(K)=~ s a -2+ ~ (a-~O + a -i- , K >~ 2 
i=  
=us a-S+ ~ (a-S~O2 +a-S~-2 + 2a-21-'O) . 
i-- | 
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a_202+ a 4 + 20a-3X ~ 
lirn a22(K)=a 2 a -2-t ~a_ -  i -] 
a2(a-2 + 02a-5 + 20a-3"~ 
= . -). 
Substituting this into the 2" expression, along with the previously developed expressions for a~2(oo) 
and at2(c~), gives the desired result. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. Note that the TMVFW may also be obtained directly, as follows. Since 
we have for forward case: 
lim E, Y,+s¢ = EY,+K = O, 
K + oo 
E( Y~ + K-- El Y~ + K) 2 = E( YJ + K) 2 = E( Y~) 2 
= E[(1 + aO)E t + OE t_ ,]2 
= trs[(1 + aO) 2 + 02]. 
Similarly, for the backward case we have 
E(Y~) 2 = E[ -a -%,_  t - (a- i0 + a-2)E,_2 -- (a-50 + a-3)•t_ 3 . . . .  ]2 
= aS(a-2 + (a-~O + a-2)5 + (a-SO + a-3)2 +. . .  ) 
= 0-2[(a 2+a-a+a-6+. . . )+O2(a -2+a-4+. . . )+2O(a-3+a-5+. . . ) ]  
a2(a 2 + O2a 2 + 20a-3~ 
= \ -). 
Also 
Thus 
al2(m) = E[(1 + aO)E, + OE,_ i][--a - l l~t - I  - -  ( a-IO + a-2)E,-2 . . . .  ] 
= - -Oa- l f f  2. 
a-2 + 02a-2 + 20a-3~ _ 
[~a-  T / [-Oa-'] 
2"(~)  = 
(a - :  + O_2a -2+ 20a-3.~# 
1 -a  -= +[ (1  + aO)2 + O2] -- 2[--Oa -t] 
which is the result obtained earlier as 
lim 2*(K). 
K ~  
Theorem 
If aO > 0, than the sequence {2*(K)}~= t is monotone increasing. In particular, the convergence 
of the K-period-ahead forecast error variance minimizing forward weight (KMVFW) to the 
TMVFW is monotone. 
Proof. aO > 0 guarantees that 2*(K)I> 0. It also must be less than one, since it is logically 
identical to an expression of the form 
a+c 
where a, b, c > O. 
a+b+2c 
Furthermore, by the formulas given above 
o'~(K + 1) = ~r~(K) + o'2(a-(X-o + a-g)2 
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and ~l 2 and ~,2 do not depend on K. Thus 
a~(K) - al5 + a2(a-(X-i) + a -x), a~(K) - a12 
2*(K + 1) = a~(K) + a~ - 2at2 + a~(a-(x-i) + a-x)2 > a~(K) + a~ - 2al2 = 2*(K). Q.E.D. 
Definition 
The admissible forward weight set F is given by the set of all 2*(K), K ~ t~, generated by any 
admissible parameter configuration. 
Theorem 
Consider again the case of aO > O. 
(a) sup F = a -5, the TMVFW for the white noise case, and this supremum is not achieved. 
(b) in fF  = 0, and this inf is achieved. 
Proof (a) We need to show that f<  a -2, Vf~ F, and that VE > 0, 3f~ F s.t. (0 -5 -  E )<f  Let 
(a, 0) be any admissible parameter configuration (subject o the constraint on the sign of aO), and 
consider the resulting TMVFW, given in an earlier theorem. Multiply numerator and denominator 
by (1 -a  -z) and extracting a factor of a -5, one obtains 
2*(oo) = a-5 C + 02 "Jr- (2a-1 + a(1 - a-2))0)) ). 
To show that [. ] is less than unity, we proceed to make a term-by-term comparison. Clearly, 
05 < a205, since la[ > 1. Similarly, we can show that (2a-' + a(1 - a-5))O < 2aO.t 
Thus, 2*(oo)< a -2. But this means that 2*(K)< a -z, VK, by the monotonicity result proven 
earlier. Since (a, 0) was arbitrary, we have shown that f < a-2, Vf~ F. Now to show that 2*(oo) 
can be made arbitrarily close to a -2, simply note that 
lim 2*(oo) = a-2. 
0-.0 
Thus, VE > 0, 3f~ F s.t. (a-5 _ E) <f .  We have now shown that a-5 = sup F. It is also clear that 
this supremum is not achieved, since 2"(oo)= a-5 iff 0 = 0, which is the degenerate case of white 
noise. 
(b) 2*(K) t> 0, by construction. But 2"(1) = 0, for all parameter configurations. Thus inf F = 0, 
and it is achieved. Q.E.D. 
The set F(aO > 0) together with typical {2*(K)} sequence, is shown in Fig. 4. 
Note that as a ~ ~ the set F shrinks to 0, and that the set of optimal weights is bounded away 
from the forward solution. The forward solution is optimal only in the limit as a -~ 1 and 0 --* 0. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
Example for aO > 0 
Suppose that a =2.01 and 0 =0.31. The reader may immediately verify that 2"(1)=0,  
2*(2) = 0.122, 2*(3) ffi 0.163, 2*(4) -- 0.173, 2*(5) = 0.175 . . . . .  2*(oo) = TMVFW = 0.176. 
tTo  see this consider the following two exhaustive cases. Case l: a, 0 > 0 
(2a -j + a(l  - a -2))0 < 2a0 
• ~a -I +a  <2a 
~.a-2  + 1 <2 
which must be true since la I > 1. Case 2: a, 0 < 0 
(2a -I + a(1 - a-2))0 < 2a0 
~.a -~ + a > 2a 
~*a-2 + 1 <2,  
which must be true since Is I> 1. 
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Fig. 4. Relationship between various KMVFW's and the TMVFW in [0, 1]. 
This example, as shown in Fig. 4, illustrates all of the main results that hold when aO > 0: 
2*(K) e [0, 1]VK, {2 *(K)}~= ~ is monotone increasing to the TMVFW, and the TMVFW is bounded 
above by a -2 (which is the TMVFW for the case of a white noise driving process). 
Examples for aO < 0 
(1) Consider a=2.01 ,0=-0 .69 .  We immediately obtain 2" (1 )=0,  2* (2 )=-0 .513 ,  
2* (3 )=-0 .442 ,  2* (4 )=-0 .425 ,  2* (5 )=-0 .421  . . . . .  2" (oo)=-0 .420 .  Note that 2*(K) is 
neither inside the unit interval nor positive. 
(2) Finally, consider a = - 1.01, 0 = 0.91. The reader should verify that in this case the TMVFW 
(2"(~))  is 1.200 which exceeds a-2= 0.98. 
5. ON THE OPT IMAL  CHOICE OF K 
We have seen above that the TMVFW criterion, which amounts to 2" (~) ,  is simply a special 
case of the KMVFW criterion. It is also an unreasonable solution, in the sense that agents should 
be more concerned with finite (and small) K, but we are nevertheless tuck with the problem of 
choosing K. The solution to this dilemma is to minimize an infinite discounted sum of future 
forecast error variances, i.e. 
min ~ prvar[2e~(k)+(1-A)e~(K)], p e(0, 1) 
2 Kf f i l  
= ~ [pZX22a~(K) + nzx(1 - J,)20"2(K) -k- 2p2X2(1 - 2)al2(K)]. 
K=I  
The value of 2 which minimizes this expression is given by 
2*= 
p2Ka~(K) -- ~, p2K{rI2(K) 
2K 2 ~, p a2(K) 4- ~., p2X~(K) - 2 ~, p2Xa~2(K)" 
Let us attack this expression term by term for our MA(1) case. First,t 
p2Xa12(K) = aj2 ~ p2K = (--a-IO)(p2/(1 -- p2)). 
*The factor of proportionality a 2 is ignored in this and the following expressions, since it cancels out upon formation 
of 2*. 
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Similarly, 
Now 
p2Xa~(K ) = p2 . 0 
~, p2Xa~(K) = o~ ~ p2X = [(1 + aO) ~ + 021 [p2/(1 - p2)]. 
+ p4(a-2) 
+ p6[a-2 + (a-tO + a-2) 2] 
+ pS[a-2 + (a-tO + a-2): + (a-20 + a-3)~] 
+ plo[a-2 + (a-JO + a-2)2 + (a-20 + a-3)2 + (a-30 + a-4)2] 
= a -2 [p4+p6+pa+"  "']
+(a- lO + a-2)2[p6 + pS + p'O + . . . ] 
+ (a-20 + a-a)2Loa + p'° + p'2 + . . . ] 
+ . . .  
a -2 p6 p8 
= 1 p4-p +2a-30 ÷a-4)  l - - - -~÷(a-402÷2a-50 ÷ a-6) 1 ----~-I-  " " " 
p' a-'02: ) 
=a-21_p2  t-\--1-_02 + l_p----- ~ I -""  
/ 
[2a - 30p 6 2a - 50 0 8 "~ 
1- :  ) 
[a-4p6 a-6pS 
+ + + ' " ) 
a -2p4 a -202p 6 2a -30p~ a -406 
- l : PS+( I  -p2-~, - ~-  +(1 ~ 
k 
a-2p4 a-20206 + 2a -~Op ~ + a-4p 6 
(-:) - - l - -o  2"~ 1 ~ (l--p2) 
Example 
Consider again the case of a = 2.01 and 0 -- 0.31, and assume P = 0.8. Then 
~ p2xal~(K) = -- 0.274, 
2 P2XCr~(K) = 4.854, 
p2Xo~(K) -- 0.421 
0.421 + 0.274 ~,2 * 
0.421 + 4.854 + 2(0.274) 
-- 0.119. 
As expected, this lies between 2"(1) and 2"(o) ;  in fact, it is just slightly less than 2*(2). In Fig. 
5, we graph 2* as p ranges from 0.01 to 0.99 in this example. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The behavior of K-step-ahead prediction error variance minimizing solutions of dynamic linear 
rational expectations models, when the driving process is serially correlated, has been explored. In 
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Fig. 5. Discounted forward weight for various discount rates. 
part icular,  the simple MA(1)  case was studied: 
Y ,=aE,  Y,+, + Z,, 
Z,  = et + Oct_ ,, 
e, ~ WN(O, a~), 
abs(a)  > l, abs(0) < 1. 
It was shown that if aO > 0, then the sequence of  KMVFWs is monotone increasing as K --, oo, 
and that the sequence is bounded above by a -2, which corresponds to the KMVFW for K = 
with a white noise driving process. This implies that the opt imal  solut ion is bounded away from 
the forward solution. In order to avoid the selection of  K, minimizat ion of  a discounted sum of 
K-step-ahead predict ion error variances was suggested and i l lustrated. 
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